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New York Times-bestselling author C. J. Box returns with a suspenseful new Joe Pickett novel.
Nate Romanowski is off the grid, recuperating from wounds and trying to deal with past crimes,
when he is suddenly surrounded by a small team of elite professional special operators. They're
not there to threaten him, but to make a deal. They need help destroying a domestic terror cell in
Wyoming's Red Desert, and in return they'll make Nate's criminal record disappear. But they are
not what they seem, as Nate's friend Joe Pickett discovers. They have a much different plan in
mind, and it just may be something that takes them all down-including Nate and Joe.

About the AuthorFounded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest source of
music performance and instructional materials, with a catalog of over a million products in both
physical and digital form. They represent many of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time
and publish and distribute works from all genres of music for all styles of musicians and
ensembles.
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Colonel D, “Nate & Joe fight terrorists in the desert. In the 16th Joe Pickett adventure we kick
things off with…Nate Romanowski and not Joe. I’ve made no secret in my reviews of the
previous 15 titles in this series that I find the whole Nate Romanowski character a bit hard to
swallow. Nate’s a former special operator, a master falconer, a fugitive, a virtual Ninja, and an
international man of mystery who packs a .50 caliber revolver. Originally Nate was a
background character who showed up on occasion to bail Joe out of danger. Increasingly Box
started featuring Nate more and more in each novel where it now almost feels like Joe Pickett is
the supporting character to Nate Romanowski. A few chapters in we finally reconnect with our
game warden hero Joe and it’s his 47th birthday. To celebrate he is dealing with a rogue grizzly
bear that has attacked a hunter but quickly Joe has to pivot when the Governor of Wyoming
comes calling. Gov. Rulon is an odd character who has appeared in several Pickett stories; he
likes Joe and values his unimpeachable honesty and tasks Joe from time to time to act as his
special agent or “range rider” as he calls him. Rulon’s time as governor is coming to a close and
he’s got one last mission for Joe to take on before he leaves office. It just so happens this new
gig will wind up putting Joe and Nate back together battling the bad guys. Nate is contacted by
some shady feds who offer to expunge his criminal record if he agrees to do a job for them.
There’s a Middle Easterner who is up to something and as luck would have it he too is a master
falconer. The feds hope Nate can leverage his falconer mojo and get close to the mystery man
and find out what he’s up to. Operating independently at first both Nate and Joe find themselves
in the eerie Red Desert of Wyoming where they discover a sinister domestic terrorism plot that
could cost countless lives if not stopped. As I’ve noted in other reviews of the previous Pickett
books, I find Joe not the most inspiring hero. He’s a bit of a bungler and do-gooder, the gimmick
where his state issued pickup truck get trashed is beyond old, and his gift for antagonizing every
law enforcement agency he encounters makes you question how he’s retains his job. For a
game warden Joe frequently gets involved in plots so complicated that even James Bond would
pass on them. All that being said C.J. Box is a decent story teller; he has an ear for credible
dialog and he is a master of keeping the pace brisk and the reader turning the pages. I buy
these stories for my wife who loves the series so I feel obligated to read them before donating
them to the library. Joe Pickett novels aren’t the greatest thrillers out there but you could do a
whole lot worse.  Hopefully we get less Nate in the next adventure.”

stefani, “done it again!. Exciting, twists and turns, can’t put it down kind of read. Love Joe
Pickett novels!  Best of Wyoming and The USA.”

Mrmat, “plenty of action. The science in the book was an interesting concept. It made for good
intrigue. It was also good for a mid eastern bad guy to have qualities that ended up making him
one of the essentially good guys.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Not my usual cup of tea . . .. especially since I'm a coffee drinker. But it
held my attention and compelled me to keep turning pages. A fun read.It may have deserved five
stars, but hard to judge coming into the middle of this series. Joe's family relationships seem two
dimensional, the villains caricatures, and the calvary deux ex machina.”

billd, “well written shootem up. This was a good travel book. Lots of heroes,villains and dupes.
Plenty of action in the southwest desert. The plot had interesting twists as well. This is my first
CJ Box but not my last.”

Glenn, “Wow. First one in the series, now to read the rest. I grew up in Laramie Wyoming. I'm
very familiar with the southern part of the state, which made this fun reading. Did 20 years in the
Navy working in the Intel areas. Surprisingly this concept is not that surprising. Joe & Nate are
great characters and my kind of folks. Loved it all.”

V. Scott, “Rober Dugoni's books are excellent!!!. I have read all the Joe Picket books prior to this
one.  Not a single one disappoints. If possible, start reading from the first book.”

Norbert M., “Another fantastic,thrilling complex story&plot bringing together Nate and Joe. The
battle in the desert was overwhelming and thrilling.Just another amazing literary jem by
C.J.Box.On to # 17! Full circle for Nate&Joe.”

Pensioner, “Interesting crime concept in a Readable novel. Using contemporary threats to the
nation as the basis the author has produced another enjoyable, readable novel. Being too old to
explore his US I love his description of locations well off the tourist beaten track that make me
wish I were younger and had the time to explore them. I like the way he brings in the hero's
domestic life without smothering the reader with schmaltz.His involvement of 'big brother'
government within government is worrying if its real but nowhere near as depressing as P M
Williams portrayal of the US. Well worth spending your pennies on just for the landscape and
wildlife descriptions and look on the  central theme as a bonus.”

Susan Hampson, “Love this series. Well Nate is certainly back in the running in this story, literally
that is. I do feel sorry for him always having to be one step in front of the government wanting to
hunt him down and haul him in jail. Captured and offered a deal, again, “Do this job for us and
the slate is wiped clean”. How could he refuse? Oh yep, just one condition if he gets caught he is
on his own. That is some sour deal! At least he gets to work with his beloved birds of prey, he is
after all a Master Falconer.Joe too is heading for more trouble than he bargained for by the
request of Governor Rulon. There are some rather delicate pieces of equipment going missing
that is causing a lot of concern. Luckily there is some other activity on the area that gives Joe the
perfect cover for having a snoop round. Think birds, a wild bear and some pretty bad guys that
you wouldn’t want to meet anywhere, never mind in the middle of nowhere, ok Wyoming. Now



Joe is all for a good hunt, with the right equipment, permits, and in the season for it. What he
hates is blatant killing of wild life where a carcass if left to rot and not even the meat is eaten. So
he is in for a blood boiling session but there is a much larger complication at the camp than he
could have ever guessed.It’s a wonder that I hadn’t ground my teeth to nothing by the time I
finished reading this book. Thing is as a reader you are expecting things to take a turn for the
worse and it just crushes me when it involves a character I have grown to love. I suppose when
people are pushed into life or death situations it can bring out some surprising reactions.Joe
Pickett is a cracking character, dedicated to his job, his family and his friendship with Nate. I
always feel a little homesick when each of these books end, as I long to be back in the fold of the
Pickett family.”

Karl Wiggins, “Top Read. I stumbled across this book and recalled another CJ Box book a few
years ago which I thoroughly enjoyed. ‘Off the Grid’ didn’t disappoint and I think what makes this
author’s stories so engaging is his characterisation and in this age of superheroes in super-
costumes it’s refreshing to read of an ex-military hero capable of ripping the bad guy’s ears off
with his bare hands whilst still ensuring his hawks (peregrine, red-tail and gyrfalcon) are
fed.Nate Romanowski has the true warrior mentality, and Box shows an understanding of this in
that although Nate doesn’t really want to kill anyone anymore he’ll do so in a heartbeat if it’s the
right thing to do, and he will feel no guilt about this. It won’t bother him. No post traumatic stress
disorder for Nate, he just wants to be left alone. But he has a past, and once the FBI (or whoever
they are) discovers his whereabouts they promise to make his past disappear if he’ll complete
just one more mission.Nate trusts them as far as he could throw them, but understands that he
has no choice.I loved the description of yarak – which I understand comes from the Persian
yârakî (power and boldness) and the Turkish yarağı (readiness) – and which refers to a trained
hawk in proper condition for hunting. The peregrine falcon sees its prey as “the one true thing to
the exclusion of everything else,” and it’s with this sense of yarak that Nate enters into battle with
the enemy as the 'one true thing,' just like peregrine.”

waycat, “Joe and Nate at their best........ The latest in the Joe Pickett series by C J Box is right up
there with the rest - all brilliant!As a UK resident, reading these books and Box's dramatic
descriptions of the landscapes simply make me feel as I'm right there, riding with Joe or flying
falcons with Nate.And of course the stories are all so good - fast-paced, clever, with sub-plots to
keep the reader engaged though out. The characters created by C J Box are all true and
believable - and have the rare quality of making the reader actually care for them and for what
happens to them.I have really enjoyed following Joe and his family as they have grown and
changed as the years have passed.And how great that Nate is back - him and Joe are the best
pairing!Here's looking forward to the next one already.”

The book by C.J. Box has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5,928 people have provided feedback.
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